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Abstract

Many of us can think of iconic words or expressions that our
close friends or family often use. This study investigated the
potential of idiosyncrasies in usage of filler words as a speaker
classification parameter, using spontaneous Japanese speech.
We estimated likelihood ratios (LRs) based on which filler
words were used and how often, and performed speaker dis-
crimination tests using the LRs. As a result we discovered
that speakers’ choices of fillers can predict speaker’s identity to
some degree, and that this has potential as an additional feature
for speaker classification.

Index Terms: fillers, idiosyncrasy, likelihood ratio, speaker
classification, Japanese

1. Introduction
We often observe individual characteristics in the use of vocabu-
laries. In our day–to–day speech, we tend to use a limited part of
our vocabulary repeatedly. This phenomenon can be interpreted
as an aspect of each person’s own distinctive and individualised
version of the language—an idiolect [1, 2]. This idiolect mani-
fests itself in many aspects of communication, including use of
words and expressions; or even grammar, morphology, seman-
tics and discourse structure. The idiosyncratic nature of word
selection by speakers (and writers in written communication)
has been studied from various perspectives, including: analysis
of speaking styles of political leaders [3], identification of the
authors of literary works [4], detection of plagiarism [5] and en-
hancing the performance of automatic speaker recognition [6].

So forensic linguists ask: how can we use the idiolect
concept in speaker classification? Idiolects define speaker–to–
speaker variations in the use of the language, and ‘speaker–
to–speaker variation’ is a key concept in speaker classification.
This preliminary study focuses on a particular aspect of a spe-
cific group of idiolects: variations in the use of filler words in
Japanese. Filler words are defined as the words that ‘fill up gaps
in utterances’. This definition was employed to identify fillers
in the database used in this study. Several preceding studies ob-
served that there are some speaker dependent variations in the
selection of those filler words [7, 8, 9, 10]. Yet, many of these
studies are based on subjective observations.

The non–acoustic feature used for the current study is very
robust against unfavourable recording conditions. Unlike fea-
tures such as MFCC, the effects that the channel difference or
background noise can have on this feature is minimal.

We explore two research questions in this study: 1) is
choice of filler words idiosyncratic, and 2) if it is, how use-
ful is this idiosyncrasy in speaker classification. In order to
answer these questions, we parametrised the selection of filler
words, performed speaker discrimination tests using the like-

lihood ratios (LRs), and tested the performance of this feature
using equal error rate (EER) and Cllr calculations.

2. Methodology
2.1. Database and speakers

For the data, we used the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese
(CSJ) [11], which contains the recordings of various speak-
ing styles such as sentence reading, monologue, and conversa-
tion. For this study we used only the monologues, categorised
as Academic Presentation Speech (APS) or Simulated Public
Speech (SPS). APS was mainly recorded live at academic pre-
sentations, most of which were 12-25 minutes long. For SPS,
10-12 minute mock speeches on everyday topics were recorded.
We selected our speakers from this corpus based on three crite-
ria: availability of multiple and non–contemporaneous record-
ings, naturalness of the speech, and speaking in standard mod-
ern Japanese. Naturalness and standardness of the language was
assessed on the basis of the rating the CSJ provides. This gave
us 264 speech samples (or monologues): 132 male speakers,
each in 2 sessions. Keeping an application to forensic speaker
classification in mind, we selected only male speakers.

2.2. Extraction of filler words

In CSJ, a filler tag is assigned to the pre-selected words given
below which have the function of filling in gaps in utterances. A
parenthesis indicates an optional segment and “-” stands for the
prolongation of the immediately preceding segment. Some of
these words can be used as lexical words as well as fillers, and
this distinction is sometimes difficult to make. Where these am-
biguous uses of words were tagged in CSJ, they were excluded
from our data.

• a(-), i(-), u(-), e(-), o(-), n(-), to(-)†, ma(-)†

• u(-)n, a(-)(n)no(-)†, so(-)(n)no(-)†

• u(-)n(-)(t)to(-)†, a(-)(t)to(-)†, e(-)(t)to(-)†, n(-)(t)to(-)†

• one of the above + {desune(-), ssune(-)}
• one of the above with † + {ne(-), sa(-)}
In the selected 264 speech samples, we observed 44 differ-

ent filler words, which are listed in Table 1.

2.3. Parametrisation

In order for the choice of the filler words to be useful as a
speaker classifier, it has to satisfy two criteria. First it has to
be consistent within a speaker. If a speaker uses a certain word
consistently and frequently, this particular filler word starts to
have some significance in characterising the speaker. The sec-
ond criterion is the uniqueness of the use. Assume that one
speaker uses a certain filler very frequently. This by itself does
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Table 1: Fillers and their frequencies of occurrences.

Fillers Count Fillers Count Fillers Count

e- 16675 u- 571 nto 16
ma 5703 n- 526 to- 16
e 5589 o 437 nto- 15
ma- 4128 etto 392 u-n 9
ano 3373 i- 313 a-to 5
ano- 3255 e-to- 301 n-to- 4
sono 1741 i 186 nto- 4
e-to 1669 eto 160 a-to- 3
a 1325 etto- 131 ntto 1
o- 1102 to 118 n-tto- 1
n 1093 e-tto- 114 u-nto 1
a- 1059 a-no- 111 a-tto 1
e-tto 836 a-no 100 e-ttodesune 1
sono- 788 un 51 so-no- 1
u 634 eto- 29

not give us much information unless we know how often oth-
ers would use this particular word. If everyone else also uses it
often, then this word will not give us much information on the
speaker’s identity. However, if it is a particularly unusual word
and no one else uses it, the frequent use of this word can provide
us with some useful information. In order to capture those char-
acteristics, we have to parametrise the information presented in
Table 1. We describe our method below.

2.3.1. Vector space model of filler data

Using the occurrence counts of the identified fillers, each speech
is modelled as a real–valued vector in this study. If n different
fillers are used to represent a given speech S, the dimensionality
of the vector is n. That is, S is represented as a vector of n

dimensions (
−→
S = {F1, F2 . . . Fn}, where Fi represents the

ith component of
−→
S and Fi is the occurrence count of the ith

filler). For example, if five fillers are used to represent the use
of filler words in speech X, and the occurrence counts of these
fillers are 3, 10, 4, 18 and 1 respectively, the filler information

in the speech X is represented as
−→
X = {3, 10, 4, 18, 1}.

2.3.2. Weighting for uniqueness

The usefulness of particular words is determined by their
uniqueness as well as how frequently they are used. Thus,
different weights were given to different filler words depend-
ing on their uniqueness in the pooled data. The tf · idf (term
frequency inverse document frequency) weight (Formula 1) is
used to evaluate how unique a given filler word is in the pop-
ulation, and a weight is given to that filler to reflect its impor-
tance to the speaker discrimination [12]. In Formula 1, term
frequency (tfi,j) is the number of occurrences of word i (Wi) in
the speech sample j (dj). Document frequency (dfi) is the num-
ber of speech samples in the pooled speech data in which that
word i (Wi) occurs. N is the total number of speech samples.

Wi,j = tfi,j ∗ log(
N

dfi
) (1)

2.3.3. Cosine similarity measure

The difference between two speech samples, which are repre-
sented as vectors (−→x ,−→y ), is calculated based on the cosine sim-
ilarity measure (Formula 2) [12]. This particular method was
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Figure 1: Examples of PDFss and PDFds.

selected as the vectors of each speech model varied in length.

diff(−→x ,−→y ) = cos(−→x ,−→y )

=
−→x · −→y
|−→x ||−→y | =

Pn
i=1 xi ∗ yipPn

i=1 x2
i ∗

pPn
i=1 y2

i

(2)

The range of the difference in two vectors (diff(−→x ,−→y )) is
between 1.0 (=cos(0◦)) for two vectors pointing in the same
direction and 0.0 (=cos(90◦)) for two orthogonal vectors.

3. Calculation of Likelihood Ratios (LR)
An LR is the probability that the evidence would occur if an as-
sertion is true, relative to the probability that the evidence would
occur if the assertion is not true [13]. In the context of foren-
sic voice comparison, it will be the probability of observing the
difference between two speech samples if they had come from
the same speaker (the SS hypothesis), relative to the probabil-
ity of observing the same difference if it had been produced by
different individuals (the DS hypothesis). Letting P represent
probability, E evidence, Hss the SS hypothesis and Hds the DS

hypothesis, LR can be expressed as LR = p(E|Hss)
p(E|Hds)

. The LR

will be larger than unity when the given evidence supports the
SS hypothesis, and smaller than unity when the evidence sup-
ports the DS hypothesis. The relative distance of the given LR
from unity quantifies the strength of the evidence.

In this study, we produced likelihood ratios (LRs) using
those similarity scores. For the calculation, we first pooled the
similarity scores for the same speaker (SS) comparisons and dif-
ferent speaker (DS) comparisons separately. Then each proba-
bility distribution function (PDF) was modelled using the kernel
density function (KernSmooth library of R statistical pack-
age). Examples of an SS PDF (PDFss) and a DS PDF (PDFds)
are given in Fig. 1.

We then calculated LRs based on these two PDFs using
the cross–validation approach. Suppose that you obtained two
speech samples of unknown origin. Using the methodology de-
scribed above, you calculated the cosine similarity measure of
these two speech samples and it was, say, 0.4 (which is the
blue dotted vertical line of Fig. 1). From the density values
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(y–axis) of the PDFs which correspond to the cosine similar-
ity measure (x–axis) of 0.4, you can obtain an LR of 0.529

(= p(0.4|Hss)
p(0.4|Hds)

= 0.645417
1.218122

). The LR of 0.529 indicates that the

cosine similarity measure of 0.4 is more likely to be obtained
from different speakers than the same speaker.

The calculation of LRs was repeated for differently–sized
spatial vectors: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 and 44 dimensions.
This is to see how the size of the vector dimension affects the
performance of speaker classification and the LRs. The vectors
were selected on the basis of their frequency of occurrence. For
instance, the spatial vector of 5 dimensions means that the fre-
quency counts of the five most frequently–used fillers are used
to represent the speech sample.

4. Testing Results and Discussion
Using the obtained LRs, we performed speaker discrimination
tests. Since the LRs greater than 1 support the SS hypothesis
and those smaller than 1 support the DS hypothesis, we tested
whether the LRs we obtained support the hypothesis which we
know to be true.

We then evaluated our method using equal error rate (EER)
and Cllr [14]. EER shows the error rate where the SS and
DS comparisons achieve the same error rate. EER provides
very useful information as to how accurately a given method
can make binary decisions on the speakers’ identities. How-
ever, in forensic contexts, it is necessary to examine the calibra-
tion of the LR. For example, although log10 LRs of 5 and 100
both support the same–speaker hypothesis, they indicate signif-
icantly different strengths of evidence. It is therefore extremely
important to assess how well the LRs produced by each method
are calibrated. Cllr is a metric that allows us to evaluate how
well the obtained LRs are calibrated. Cllr was calculated using
the FoCal toolkit [15]. Cllr can be expressed as the combina-
tion of Cmin

llr (potential performance of the system when it is
optimised) and Ccal

llr (amount of calibration needed to achieve
the optimum performance). Cllr and Ccal

llr are calculated for
each vector size and presented in Table 2 with its EER.

Table 2: Cllr , Ccal
llr , EER and error % for SS and DS com-

parisons for cross–validated LRs with different dimensions in
vectors.

Dims. Cllr Ccal
llr EER SS Error % DS Error %

44 0.530 0.028 0.167 16.67 13.92
40 0.530 0.028 0.167 16.67 14.31
35 0.530 0.028 0.167 17.42 13.72
30 0.528 0.030 0.164 16.67 13.58
25 0.520 0.041 0.153 15.90 14.05
20 0.496 0.040 0.154 14.39 15.46
15 0.533 0.072 0.201 10.60 19.98
10 0.569 0.055 0.176 10.60 21.48
5 0.785 0.083 0.278 28.79 26.18

Table 2 shows that performance improves notably as we in-
crease the vector dimension size from 5 to 10. However, in-
crease in the number of dimensions after this point does not
improve the performance as dramatically, however. Particularly
after the dimension size 20 (Cllr = 0.496), the number of di-
mensions does not appear to have any effect on the speaker dis-
crimination performance.

We found that Ccal
llr is surprisingly small in all cases

(0.083∼0.028). This suggests that the LRs produced using the
selection of filler words generally reflect the strength of the evi-
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Figure 2: Tippett plot of non–calibrated (solid lines) and cali-
brated (dotted lines) cross–validated LRs from the speaker dis-
crimination system with vectors of 20 dimensions.

dence very well. Also, a constant improvement can be observed
from the dimension of 5 to that of 30 with some minor ups and
downs. After the dimension size reaches 30, Ccal

llr becomes
static. This indicates that Ccal

llr improves even after the Cllr

peaks at the dimension size 20. The fact that speaker classifi-
cation performance peaks with half of the dimensions available
is not surprising. The feature vectors were based on the occur-
rence counts of a given filler word, and we picked ones with
higher frequency first to be included in the feature. So vectors
in the later orders have very low frequencies, such as 0. This
means that the latter part of longer vectors tends to include very
similar low numbers across speakers. This would have intro-
duced noise in the assessment of between-speaker difference,
making them look more similar.

A Tippett plot for the best performing system, dimension
size 20, is presented in Fig. 2. In this figure, both calibrated
(dotted line) and uncalibrated (solid line) log LRs are plotted.
Fig. 2 shows that the cross point of two accumulative curves
is in the vicinity of 0, where theoretically the threshold should
fall for log LRs. We can also see that there is little difference
between calibrated and uncalibrated LRs.

Furthermore, although the feature used here is based on
speaker’s selection of words, the LRs show some similarities
to the ones produced using acoustic features, such as formant
frequencies and F0 [16, 17, 18]. Comparing the LRs that cor-
rectly discriminated speaker pairs, we can see that the SS com-
parison produces less strong LRs than the DS comparisons. The
SS pairs that showed the greatest strength of evidence were only
about 200 times more likely to be observed, assuming SS prove-
nance (log10 LR = 2.311), whereas the best DS trial has an as-
tronomically low LR (log10 LR = –17.086). This may reflect the
fact that we can have almost infinite ways to differ from other
people, but the same speaker cannot be more similar beyond
being identical.

However, we also observed some distinct differences be-
tween the feature used in this study and acoustic features
[16, 17, 18]. The distributions of the LRs given in Fig. 2 for the
SS and DS samples appear fairly symmetric (particularly be-
tween log10 LR of –2 and log10 LR of 2) even without calibra-
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tion. For DS comparisons, the distribution of the LRs obtained
from acoustic features is often much more spread out compared
to its SS counterpart. It has been speculated that the asymmet-
ric distribution of the LRs might be caused by differences in the
testing size—generally, preceding research had a much larger
number of DS comparisons than SS comparisons. However, the
results we obtained here seem to oppose this theory. Interest-
ingly, the distributions of the two types of LRs become even
more similar as the dimension of the vectors increases. Fig. 3
presents LRs produced with a spatial vector of 44 dimensions.
Here we can also observe how the inclusion of extra dimensions
reduces the size of the LRs, especially in DS comparisons.
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Figure 3: Tippett plot of non–calibrated (solid lines) and cali-
brated (dotted lines) cross–validated LRs from the speaker dis-
crimination system with vectors of 44 dimensions.

5. Conclusions
In this study, we have demonstrated that there are individual
characteristics in the use of Japanese filler words, and that it
is indeed possible to classify speakers based on these individ-
ual characteristics at an EER of approximately 15%. EER 15%
by itself is not a strong result, but this is based solely on one
feature. Also, this feature is completely independent from the
acoustic features normally used in speaker discrimination tasks.
This feature thus has potential to make a significant contribu-
tion to improving the accuracy of speaker discrimination sys-
tems [19]. In future projects, we intend to extend this study by
combining this feature with other, more conventional speaker
discrimination features, such as formants, F0 or MFCC. The ef-
fect of the duration of speech also needs to be examined. We
used relatively long speeches, so it is of interest how well this
feature performs with shorter speeches. We also intend to test
the same idea with languages other than Japanese.
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